13 UM ROTC graduates commissioned 2nd lts. in Air Force
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MISSOULA--

Thirteen University of Montana graduates recently were commissioned second lieutenants in the U. S. Air Force at an AFROTC ceremony on the UM campus. Dr. Earl C. Lory, UM chemistry professor, was keynote speaker at the event.


Prospective assignments for the new officers are as follows:

Folkwein, awaiting entry to pilot training; Guay, weather officer training at the University of Utah; Hanson, missile launch officer, Grand Forks AFB, North Dakota; Hart, Offutt AFB, Nebraska; Huth, aircraft maintenance officer training, Chanute AFB, Illinois; Larson, awaiting entry in pilot training, and Skjelset, awaiting assignment as legal officer.

Goodkin and Kilroy will do graduate study.

Cooper, Dobb, Dufresne and Schmidt are awaiting other assignments.